Recent Warming Reverses Long-Term Arctic Cooling
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The temperature history of the first millennium C.E. is sparsely documented, especially in the Arctic. We present a synthesis of decadally resolved proxy temperature records from poleward of 60°N covering the past 2000 years, which indicates that a pervasive cooling in progress 2000 years ago continued through the Middle Ages and into the Little Ice Age. A 2000-year transient climate simulation with the Community Climate System Model shows the same temperature sensitivity to changes in insolation as does our proxy reconstruction, supporting the inference that this long-term trend was caused by the steady orbitally driven reduction in summer insolation. The cooling trend was reversed during the 20th century, with four of the five warmest decades of our 2000-year-long reconstruction occurring between 1950 and 2000.

As awareness of the recent rapid changes in the Arctic grows (1), so too does the need for a longer-term perspective on these changes. This study places the warming of the instrumental period against the backdrop of the past 2000 years, well beyond the 400-year scope of the last Arctic-wide synthesis of high-resolution paleoclimate data (2). Our synthesis is based on a new compilation of proxy records from Arctic lakes (3), combined with complementary ice core and tree ring records, to form a new 2000-year-long, decadal-resolution paleoclimate reconstruction for the Arctic. Lakes are distributed across the Arctic, and they contain the most accessible proxy records that consistently extend through the late Holocene. The synthesis is restricted to records longer than 1000 years because we aim to explore the long-term pattern of temperature variability at decadal scale. These records extend beyond the most recent (pre-industrial) major climate perturbation—the Little Ice Age—when most of the Arctic experienced the coldest sustained temperatures of the past 8000 years (4). In some locations, warm intervals before the Little Ice Age have been recognized during the early part of the period from 2000 to 1000 years ago, as well as during the Middle Ages (5). The spatial coherence of the warming during these intervals is not yet clear (6), but this is critical for understanding the underlying causes of change. Climate change is amplified in the Arctic (7), and warming during these historical intervals might be more reliably detected where the temperature change exceeds the sensitivity limits of the proxies.

We compiled available proxy climate records that (i) were located north of 60°N latitude, (ii) extended back at least 1000 years, (iii) were resolved at an annual to decadal level, and (iv) were published with publicly available data (8) (table S1 (www.ncei.noaa.gov/paleo/pubs/kaufman2009)). We focused on terrestrial records because the dating resolution for most marine cores is too low to reconstruct decadal-scale variability. Our compilation includes 23 sites where lake sediment, glacier ice, and tree rings have been used as paleoclimatic archives (Fig. 1). The observed summer [June, July, and August (JJA)] temperature in the grids represented by the 23 proxy sites (Fig. 1) closely tracks the temperature for all of the land area north of 60° latitude, indicating that our proxy network accurately represents the Arctic-wide mean (8) (fig. S1). Twelve of the records are based on sedimentological and biological indicators from lakes, mainly varve properties and productivity indicators. These proxies reflect changes in summer temperatures, a primary control on physical and biological processes in lakes at high latitudes (9). Seven of the records are from glacier ice, mostly from Greenland. These rely on oxygen isotopes, which reflect a combination of the temperature and moisture transport history of the snow that accumulated on the ice sheet throughout the year (10). Four of the records are based on the width of tree rings, which have been interpreted primarily as a proxy for warm-season temperature, and were processed using the regional curve standardization procedure to help preserve the long-term variability (11). The chronologies for nearly all records are based on annual layer counting, and most authors report accuracies to within ±2%. Some of the lake records used radioisotopes to model downcore trends in sedimentation rate, with uncertainties within ±10% for the past 2000 years.
Our “composite-plus-scale” synthesis (12) focuses on 10-year-mean temperatures to accommodate records that are not annually resolved and to minimize the effect of minor age uncertainties. In addition, the coherence of the regional climate signal is greater on decadal time scales than interannually (13). Each record was subdivided into 200 10-year intervals, and the average series were standardized to a mean of zero and unit variance relative to the 820-year period (980 to 1800) common to all records (table S2). The records were then composited by averaging the standardized series without weighting. The 10-year-mean proxy values from the 19 records that extend into the late 20th century (Fig. 2) were used to generate a least-squares linear regression that scales the proxy data to the Arctic-wide summer temperature ($r^2 = 0.79$, $P < 0.01$) (8). We used the spatially averaged summer temperature for all land area north of 60° latitude from the CRUTEM3 data series (14).

Among the most striking features of our composite temperature reconstruction is a cooling from 1 C.E. to 1900 C.E. (Fig. 3). The cooling trend is especially clear in records from ice and lakes (Fig. 3A). For trees, only three records extend back before 720, which is not enough to determine a reliable trend. The cooling trend is based on the 17 records that extend back two millennia (Fig. 3B). The other six records that extend back to at least 980 track the longer-term records for the period of overlap ($r^2 = 0.23$, $P < 0.01$). Least-squares linear regression yields a cooling trend of $-0.22 \pm 0.06 \degree C$ per 1000 years (8) (Fig. 3C).

Principal components (PC) analysis was used to extract the dominant mode of variability from the 15 standardized records that extend from 1 C.E. to 1900 C.E. to 2000 years (table S1). The PCs are based on all 19 sites with records that extend through the 20th century. Ten-year means (bold lines) were used to derive a regression equation to scale our new proxy record to summer temperature (Fig. 3C).

The millennial-scale cooling trend in our temperature reconstruction correlates with the reduction in summer insolation, which was primarily driven by the precession of the solstices around Earth’s elliptical orbit. Over the past 2000 years, summer (JJA) insolation at the top of the atmosphere decreased by about 6 W m$^{-2}$ at 65°N (Fig. 3F) (21). The forcing was weaker at lower latitude, especially for the early summer. The decrease in insolation during the summer was partly counterbalanced by an increase during the winter, although winter conditions have little influence on the proxy climate indicators.

![Fig. 1. Locations of the proxy climate records included in the synthesis. Map colors indicate trends in summer (JJA) temperature between 1958 and 2000 from the ERA-40 data series (34). Large and small symbols indicate records that extend back to 2000 years ago (2 ka) and to at least 1000 years ago, respectively. Site numbers are keyed to table S1.](image)

![Fig. 2. Comparison between Arctic-wide mean summer (JJA) temperature anomalies relative to the period 1961–1990 based on the CRUTEM3 data series (14) and mean standardized proxy values (SD units). The annual proxy values (narrow red line) are averaged from the 10 sites with annually resolved time series that extend into the late 20th century, whereas the 10-year-mean proxy values (bold red line) are based on all 19 sites with records that extend through the 20th century. Ten-year means (bold lines) were used to derive a regression equation to scale our new proxy record to summer temperature (8).](image)
Assuming that the overall cooling since the HTM was ultimately caused by the decrease in summer insolation (19), it seems likely that this insolation anomaly of +1.4% relative to the present at 65°N was amplified by climate feedbacks (22). The strongest positive feedbacks in the Arctic are related to changes in terrestrial snow and sea-ice cover, which (like our climate proxies themselves) are sensitive to warm-season temperatures and respond rapidly to summer insolation anomalies. As sea ice expanded after the HTM (23), both the amount of solar energy absorbed by the ocean surface waters and the transfer of heat from the surface water to the atmosphere were diminished. The expansion of tundra into areas formerly covered by shrubs or forest may have further contributed to the terrestrial snow and land-cover albedo feedback (24).

These sea-ice, snow, and terrestrial feedbacks were represented in a transient, mid-late Holocene simulation with the Community Climate System Model (CCSM3) (8, 25). For the period from 5600 to 3600 years ago, orbital forcing was the strongest time-varying forcing of this simulation. Results from this simulation show that the relation between summer insolation and temperature in the model is the same as for the proxy reconstruction, thereby supporting the connection between the Arctic summer cooling trend and the orbitally driven reduction in summer insolation (Fig. 4).

In contrast to our regional reconstruction, recently published syntheses of the Northern Hemisphere average temperature do not show an overall 1900-year-long cooling trend (26, 27) (Fig. 3G). Rather, they are dominated by centennial-scale fluctuations, with little indication that the first 1000 years C.E. was warmer than the millennium that followed. The centennial-scale anomalies around the long-term trend in our high-latitude reconstruction appear to correspond with the temporal structure from the Northern Hemisphere as a whole. The period from about 450 to 700 was generally cooler than the linear trend, and the period from 900 to 1050 tended to be warmer. In good agreement with other reconstructions (28), the coldest interval
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**Fig. 3.** (A and B) Composite of 23 high-resolution proxy climate records from the Arctic. Values are 10-year means standardized relative to the reference period of 980 to 1800. (A) Records subdivided by source of proxy information: trees, ice, and lakes, with the running count of records. (B) Records subdivided by those that extend 2000 years (n = 17) versus shorter records (n = 6), along with the 10-year-mean Arctic-wide summer temperature through 2000 from the CRUTEM3 data series (14) (red line). (C) Mean of all records transformed to summer temperature anomaly relative to the 1961–1990 reference period, with first-order linear trend for all records through 1900 (green line), the 400-year-long Arctic-wide temperature index of Overpeck et al. (2) (blue curve; 10-year means), and the 10-year-mean Arctic temperature through 2008 (red line). Gray lines encompass ±2 standard errors of the proxy values as evaluated for each 10-year interval. (D) Time series of PC1 based on the 15 records that extend from 1 C.E. to 1900 C.E., showing a strong first-order trend. (E) Difference in the fractional proportion of records that exceed ±1 SD for each 10-year interval. Gray lines are 95th percentile of distributions determined by 10,000 Monte Carlo realizations of shifting the time series randomly in time [as in (25)]. (F) Change in summer (JJA) insolation at 65°N latitude relative to the 20th century (21). (G) Northern Hemisphere average proxy temperature anomalies (10-year means) reconstructed by Mann et al. (26) on the basis of two approaches (CPS, composite plus scale; EIV, error in variables) and by Moberg et al. (27). Our Arctic regional reconstruction is overlaid in gray.
occurred between 1600 and 1850. The Arctic record therefore supports the centennial-scale variations documented elsewhere, which can be reasonably explained by solar irradiance and volcanic forcing (29).

Strong warming in the 20th century contrasts sharply with the preceding cooling trend. An Arctic summer temperature of -0.5°C (relative to the period 1961–1990) might have been expected by the mid-20th century on the basis of a simple forward projection of the linear trend in the proxy data for the period from 1 C.E. to 1900 C.E. (Fig. 3C). Instead, our reconstruction indicates that temperatures increased to +0.2°C by 1950. This shift correlates with the rise in global average temperature, which coincided with the onset of major anthropogenic changes in global atmospheric composition, the absence of major volcanic eruptions, and changes in solar irradiance (30). During the early 20th century, warming in the Arctic was enhanced relative to the global average, likely reflecting a combination of natural variability (31) and positive feedbacks that amplified the radiative forcing (7).

During the late 20th century, our proxy-inferred summer temperatures were the warmest of the past two millennia, with four of the five warmest decades of our 2000-year-long reconstruction occurring between 1950 and 2000. In recent years, the magnitude of the warming seems to have emerged above the natural variability, consistent with the sharp reduction in summer sea-ice cover (32) and the rapid increase in biological activity in circum-Arctic lakes (9).

The strongest trend in our proxy temperature reconstruction is the millennial-scale cooling of -0.22°C ± 0.06°C per 1000 years. The cooling corresponds with the slow reduction in summer insolation at high northern latitudes, driven by orbital forcing and enhanced by positive feedbacks that amplified the forcing more strongly than at lower latitudes. Summer insolation correlates with summer temperature in our proxy reconstruction and in a 2000-year climate simulation by CCM3 (Fig. 4). Orbitally driven summer insolation continued to decrease throughout the 20th century, implying that summer temperatures should have continued to cool. Instead, the shift to higher temperatures during the 20th century reversed the millennial-scale cooling trend. The warming during the 20th century (and first decade of the 21st century) contrasts sharply with the millennial-scale cooling, with the last half-century being the warmest of the past two millennia. Our synthesis, together with the instrumental record, suggests that the most recent 10-year interval (1999–2008) was the warmest of the past 200 decades. Temperatures were about 1.4°C higher than the projected value based on the linear cooling trend and were even more anomalous than previously documented.

Fig. 4. Sensitivity of Arctic summer (JJA) temperature to orbital forcing, as inferred from (A) our proxy-based reconstruction, and (B) a 2000-year simulation by the Community Climate System Model (CCSM3). For (A), temperatures are 100-year-mean JJA values relative to the 1961–1990 reference period. The 20th century (open circle) is anomalous with respect to the trend defined by the previous 1900 years. The slope of the least-squares regression implies a regional sensitivity of 0.07°C ± 0.02°C per W m⁻² for the proxy-based estimate. Insolation is average JJA at 65°N from Berger and Loutre (21). For (B), temperatures are from CCSM3-simulated (8) 100-year-mean JJA area-averaged values for land north of 60°N latitude. The model-derived sensitivity is also 0.07°C ± 0.02°C per W m⁻². Insolation is average JJA at 65°N from the CCSM3 simulation. Axis scales in (A) and (B) are the same for visual comparison of regression slope; values differ because (B) is based on model conditions for the period from 5600 to 3600 years ago.